Abstract. We give theoretical predictions for the radio emission of a dark matter candidate annihilating into 2-lepton and 4-lepton final states. We then compare our results with the known radio measurements of the sky temperature as a function of the frequency. In particular, we calculate the radio emission for some dark matter candidates annihilating into intermediate bosons that subsequently decay into a 4-lepton channel with a thermal annihilation cross-section. We show that within the range of frequencies from 20 MHz to 5 GHz, this channel can produce a stronger signature than direct annihilation into leptons.
GHz. The ARCADE-2 experiment detected a significant component of isotropic emission at frequencies between 22 MHz and 10 GHz. This component was brighter than the expected contributions from possible extragalactic sources. This emission is now commonly known as the ARCADE-2 excess [20] .
The results given by ARCADE-2 collaboration indicate that the spectral excess was hard, requiring models with a hard electron-positron spectrum dN e /dE. This behavior can be produced by models with a large decay or annihilation branching ratio into leptons. Among them, many authors considered DM annihilation and decay into leptonic channels such as µ + , µ − combined with a thermal annihilation cross section σv = 3 × 10 −26 cm 3 /s in order to agree with the observations [21] . However, the values previously considered for thermal annihilation cross sections and the mass range are now in tension with the strong bounds on annihilating DM and decaying DM for all channels [22] .
Using a χ 2 analysis, it was concluded that a light DM candidate annihilating mainly into leptons, not coupling dominantly to quarks, was the best choice in attempting to explain the excess [21] . Similar conclusions held for the decaying DM case [21] . Other more "traditional" DM scenarios have been considered with a DM candidate with mass M χ ∼ 100 GeV and annihilation into bb quark-antiquark pairs. However, the predicted dN e /dE spectrum was too soft to reproduce the ARCADE-2 data, producing a poor χ 2 fit. Scenarios involving heavier DM candidates with dominant hadronic annihilation or decay in the final states are strongly constrained by γ-ray experiments [21] .
In March of 2018, the detection of the global 21 centimeter spectrum in cosmic radiofrequency background revealed a stronger absorption feature than was predicted [23] . One of the explanations for this absorption feature suggested that it could be explained by radiation coming from the first stars and an excess of cooling in the cosmic gas induced by its interactions with DM [24] . All these results reinforce the importance of evaluating the possible galactic signatures arising from the annihilation of proposed dark matter candidates. Additionally, it is interesting to obtain the general characterization of the different signals, in radio frequencies, with a view to the future possibility of a direct measurement of DM annihilation or decay into particles.
In this paper, we address our attention to the study of radio waves of synchrotron radiation of DM candidate that annihilates into leptonic channels. We will reanalyse the radio measurements of the sky temperature of the universe, considering the DM annihilation channels into leptons and also considering the channels involving intermediate bosons, DM, DM → V, V → 4 leptons, where V denotes some new light boson. Our main goal is to compare the possible signature of this channel with other DM annihilation channels already studied in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider hypothetical DM models and perform simulations. In Section 3 we present the astrophysical configurations and synchrotron halo functions necessary to perform the simulations. In Section 4 we present our results, giving spectra of radio emission for the DM candidates and models considered. In Section 5 we present our final remarks about the simulations performed here.
The Dark Matter Model
At tree level, a generic DM candidate can annihilate into pairs of quarks, leptons, Higgs bosons, electroweak gauge bosons W ± and Z. The annihilation into some new boson denoted here by V with a posterior decay into a pair of fermions can also occur. The model studied here involving DM annihilation in two light V bosons with the subsequent decay of V → l + l − (where l denotes the e, µ, τ leptons) is based on the theory presented at [25] . Such class of theories were proposed in attempt to fit the spectra of ATIC and PAMELA which required a DM candidate to annihilate at a level very above what was expected for a thermal relic. It's known that the typical annihilation into Z bosons won't produce many hard leptons. On the other hand, the annihilation into W boson produces hard leptons, but also many soft leptons via hadronic showers.
The hadronization and further decay of the primary annihilation products leads to the production of electrons (e ± ), neutrinos (ν), protrons (p), deuterons (D) and photons (γ-rays). The appearance of secondary e ± occurs mainly through the processes p + p → p + ∆ + or p + p → X + π + or p + p → X + K + . From these reactions results the electron-positron spectrum (dN e ± /dx), where x = K/M χ , where K denotes the kinetic energy. This spectrum produces a soft cutoff at the kinematical limit E e ± = M χ and with a very similar form for almost all channels of final states. The remaining possibilities consist in considering the heavy quarks and the Higgs boson, but they also produce softer spectra of leptons.
From the model building point of view, we require that even if a model gives a high annihilation yield into leptons, the annihilation yield into hadrons must be low. This last constraint comes from limits of diffuse galactic γ-rays, as well as the bounds on π 0 production from DM annihilation from the observed γ-ray flux from the galactic center. Other hadronic constraints come from the PAMELA experiment. In this work we assume that beyond standard model physics is involved. We invoke a new light boson V and consider the new annihilation channel, DM, DM → V, V . We also assume that this new channel is the dominant one for the studies of DM annihilation models involving V boson. This is followed by the decay of V -boson into standard model leptons.
Empirical bounds on the couplings of these V -bosons in this type of model exist. These constraints depend on the scale of the physics involving the V -boson. High energy colliders are sensitive to V -bosons heavier than 10 GeV; constraints for the lighter V -bosons are obtained from precision of QED observables, e.g B-meson decay involving fixed target experiments. Besides the constraints on the V -boson mass, a constraint on the lifetime of V -boson also exists. Its lifetime should be less than one second in order to guarantee that the V -boson decays before the onset of big-bang nucleosynthesis [26, 27] .
Cholis et al. [28] first considered the mechanism of DM annihilation into light bosons as an explanation for the excess of cosmic ray positrons observed by HEAT experiment without an accompanying excess of γ-rays andp. If the mixing with the standard model is small, the dependence on the decay models comes from the kinematics. This favors the production of electrons, muons, charged pions consistent with the constraints on π 0 's andp. Other studies for this type of model involving Sommerfeld enhancements from new forces have considered three basic candidates for the V boson: a light scalar, a pseudoscalar π with a preferred goldstone like coupling to matter, and a spin -1 boson from some gauge symmetry [29] .
For the simulations considered here, we have worked out a model independent analysis for a dark matter candidate. We have as free parameters the mass of the candidate, the annihilation cross section, and the dominant annihilation channels. We briefly explain here how some of the models considered here could fit the experimental radio observation of sky temperature. Figure 1 shows the e + spectra of V boson in comparison with other standard model spectra, considering, e.g., M χ = 10 and 20 GeV. It is possible to verify that there is no great variation of the spectra within these mass ranges.
In principle, our DM candidate could annihilate in the primary channels involving the -3 - known particles of SM like: u− type quarks, d− type quarks, e ± , µ ± , τ ± , ν e , ν µ , ν τ , W , Z and h bosons, photon (γ) and gluon (g). Here, we will focus our attention into a light DM candidate, with 5 < m DM < 20 GeV annihilating in leptonic channels. We note that the observed radio spectrum is rather hard requiring a hard e ± spectrum dN f e ± /dE. Considering the range of mass that we are studying here, such a spectrum may be produced by DM annihilation with a large branching ratio into leptons. See Fig 3 of ref [12] . A Lighter DM is favored instead of a heavier candidate because the heavier one presents hadronic annihilations and decays having final states that are strongly constrained by the γ-ray producing channels [21, 30] . We will now consider a model with a new light boson V which later decays into a pair of leptons.
To perform our analysis we have considered a DM candidate which annihilates in:
• e + , e − channel;
• µ + , µ − channel;
• a light V boson which subsequently decays in V → e + , e − , V → µ + , µ − and V → τ + , τ − channels;
For the last item presented above, the annihilation DM, DM → V, V → 4 leptons will occur through s-channel exchange of the mediator into two leptons and two antileptons.
In this paper we do not analyse the phenomenology of the DM model since it depends sensitively on the couplings of DM to SM particles, the nature of the candidate (Dirac or Majorana Fermion, Scalar), DM interaction with scalars, pseudoscalars, vectors, and axial vectors, its annihilation cross section, etc. The parameter space of such candidate has to be in agreement with the constraints of both direct and indirect detection experiments. Considering a fermionic DM candidate, depending on its the mass, the direct detection constraints such as LUX can dominate over the indirect detection ones such as the AMS experiment for positrons and the Fermi γ-ray telescope.
-4 -In this section, we focus our attention on the synchrotron emission as a secondary radiation of DM. The synchrotron radiation is generated when accelerated ultra-relativistic particles (e ± ) interact with electromagnetic fields. The calculations involving such radiation combine several ingredients, with the objective of describing the magnetic field and the functions of propagation of e ± .
Our Galaxy has a complicated magnetic field that can be expressed as the sum of a regular component ( − → B reg ) and of a turbulent magnetic component ( − → B turb ). A necessary step to perform calculations involving this field depends on the choice of a model to the represent it. There are also other astrophysical factors to be considered in describing the propagation of e ± and in the resulting spectrum of synchrotron radiation. The electrons and positrons that we choose here to consider are those that originate from the annihilation of DM. Thus,it is necessary to choose a profile to describe a density of DM in the Galaxy. Other variables used to estimate the synchrotron radiation involve the propagation function of electron and positron. They propagate in the Galactic halo and can loose energy by Compton scattering. However, in the interstellar medium, the loss of energy occurs mainly through Coulomb interactions, ionization and bremsstrahlung [11] . An attempt to describe the energy loss function in the magnetic fields should take into account the contribution of all these processes. We can write an equation for electrons and positrons propagating in our galaxy as [11, 32] 
where E denotes the energy of electron and positron, r and z are cylindrical galactic coordinates and b coul (Coulomb scattering),b ion (ionization), b brem (bremsstrahlung), b cs (Compton up-scattering) and b syn (synchrotron radiation) denote the ways that the pair e ± loose energy. Regarding to Eq. (3.1), the complete expressions for partial energy losses can be found in references [11] and [32] . Now we go into steps to explain the the differential flux of e ± per unit of energy from DM annihilations or decays in space and time.
The density of electrons or positrons f (E, r, z) in the position (r, z) is obtained by solving the equation of loss and diffusion [32] , described as
The first term takes into account the effects of diffusion. Considering the annihilation of DM, which will be the chosen case contemplated in our analysis , Q is given by
where ρ denotes one of the profiles for distribution of DM, f BR f is the branching ratio for the fermion, m DM denotes the mass of DM, σv is the annihilation cross section of DM, dN 4) where Φ e ± is the energy spectrum of electrons/positrons, dN f e ± /dE is the convolution of the injection spectrum, I(E, E s , r, z) is the generalized halo functions, c is the velocity of light and b(E, r, z) is the energy loss function for electrons and positrons in our galaxy.
The synchrotron intensity depends on the results presented in Eq. (3.4). For further details of such calculations we direct the reader to references [11, 22, 32] . We are interested in the synchrotron intensity presented in Eq. (3.5) at an arbitrary frequency ν and for known galactic coordinates (l, b). For the annihilation case, we can express synchrotron intensity as
where I syn (E s , ν, l, b) denotes the generalized synchrotron halo function, which definition can also be found at [11] . For practical purposes in order to reach the radio observations, we need to express the Eq. (3.5) in terms of brightness temperature T in Kelvin(K).
where k B = 1.38 × 10 −16 erg K −1 is the Boltzmann constant.
Results of Radio Emission from Dark Matter Candidate
In order to perform the calculation involving temperature as a function of synchrotron radiation we have used the codes Cirelli et al. ([34] ). There is a collection of astrophysical configurations to be chosen in order to perform the simulations, like the DM density profile, the propagation of the pair e ± in the galaxy and the magnetic configurations. Details describing these subjects are given in Refs. [11, 34] . For a DM density profile configuration, we chose the universal NFW profile for cold dark matter given in Ref. [33] . This profile is expressed as
where the parameters ρ s and r s are the scale density and scale radius and vary from halo to halo taking the values ρ s = 0.184 GeV/cm 3 and r s = 24.42 kpc, assuming that this profile is normalized by requiring that other parameters as the total mass of the Milky Way and the density at the location of the Sun take the values M MW = 4.7 × 10 11 M , r = 0.3 GeV/cm 3 and r = 8.33 kpc.
To describe the propagation of e ± , we chose the parameters of model MED, viz., δ = 0.70, κ 0 = 0.0112 kpc 2 /Myr and L= 4 kpc. For magnetic configurations we had chosen the Model MF3 which corresponds to the choice of B 0 = 9.5 µG, r D = 30 kpc and z D = 4 kpc. We note that with this parameter choice for e ± it is difficult to explain the positron excess -6 -detected by PAMELA. In that case, the AMS-02 positrons data favor the MAX-type sets of propagation parameters [36] .
Considering the particle physics model for DM matter candidate, 2 we took a range of masses from 5 GeV to 20 GeV in our simulation for leptonic channels e + , e − and µ + , µ − , V, V → 2e + , 2e − , V, V → 2µ + , 2µ − and 10-20 GeV forV, V → 2τ + , 2τ − .
The DM,DM → V,V → 4-lepton Channel
In the next graphics we show the results for DM annihilating into a light boson V . The studied cases are V, V → 2e + , 2e − , V, V → 2µ + , 2µ − and V, V → 2τ + , 2τ − . In order to perform the simulations, we have considered some set of latitude and longitude. For these studied channel, we note that for low latitude and longitude values, the signals generated are very close to the best fit power-law excess as measured by ARCADE-2 experiment. These channels were not well explored in the literature and their results can be seen at Figures 2, 3 and 4. As already noted, for some set of low latitude and longitude it is possible have a good agreement with the best-fit power law excess, especially for DM, DM → V, V → 2e + , 2e − and DM, DM → V, V → 2µ + , 2µ − channels. The main features of these models are: (i) signals produced by the annihilation of DM fairly reasonably map the radio excess from 20 MHz to about 20 GHz; (ii) the agreement between them is closer to the galactic plane.
Different explanations in terms of astrophysical sources have been explored, but they have not been useful in explaining the measured radio excess. In particular, both the contribution from galactic sources and the usual extragalactic sources have been excluded. The sources of extragalactic origin are mainly discrete radio sources like radio galaxies, although some diffuse sources as synchrotron radiation from clusters and the intergalactic medium have also been explored with no success. Because the origin of the excess remains hidden, more exotic explanations have been proposed. One possibility is that its origin be related to the dark matter.
The combination of low-frequency radio with ARCADE-2 data produced the following fit for the radio excess [20] T
where T R = 24.1 ± 2.1 K is the the normalization for the radio background being expressed in units of antenna temperature, ν 0 = 310 MHz and β = −2.599 ± 0.036.
-8 - The antenna temperature (T A ) is related to the thermodynamic temperature T by
where x = hν/kT , h is Planck's constant, and k is Boltzmann's constant. In principle, the DM annihilation model involving annihilation into vector bosons, producing final state leptons can explain the radio excess. For the curves presented in the Figures  (2) - (4), we can see that the signature produced by this annihilation channel fits the radio excess up to b ∼ 10 degrees above the galactic plan and with l 20.
In order to discuss whether the low-frequency radio experiments in combination with ARCADE-2 could or could not have measured the DM, DM → V, V → l + , l − channel, we will discuss in the next section what ARCADE-2 measured.
The ARCADE-2 Experiment
The second generation of the Absolute Radiometer for Cosmology, Astrophysics, and Diffuse Emission (ARCADE-2) was launched in 2006 and it was designed to measure radio signals of the sky temperature at frequencies in the range of 3 to 90 GHz. In 2009, the results of -9 -these measurements came out (see, e.g., [20] ) through maps used in the sky coverage analysis. These maps were produced at the central frequencies of 3.3; 8.2 and 10 GHz. ARCADE's final results reported a significant detection of a residual signal which couldn't be explained by the CMB plus the integrated radio emission from galaxies estimated from existing surveys. In a recent paper [35] , it was stated that there was no clear explanation for this excess emission and that it is "by far the least well understood photon background at present.... and, if confirmed it represents a major outstanding question in astrophysics".
The ARCADE-2 measurement of CMB temperature is in excellent agreement with the FIRAS measurement at higher frequencies. However, at present the origin of such radio emission is unclear, owing to the difficult task of modeling the intensity, spectrum and isotropy of this signal.
There are other interpretations for this excess as the galactic or extragalactic astrophysics ones such as radio supernovae, radio quiet quasars and diffuse emission from intergalactic medium and clusters [37] . However, none of them could significantly contribute to the excess. Star-forming galaxies, radio galaxies, blazars and millisecond pulsars should also be taken into account [30] . The star-forming galaxies with a radio to far-infrared flux radio could in principle offer a solution, but this possibility suffer from several constraints of multi-wavelength observations.
The sky coverage analysis used in this work considered the pixel hitmaps, for each frequency. This kind of analysis was not, as far as we know, published by the team involved with ARCADE-2. We had computed the pixel hitmaps considering the number of times each pixel, at each frequency, was visited during the observation time of ARCADE-2. The panels of the Figure 5 refer to the area of the sky covered at the above mentioned frequencies. The range of observations in the outline images of the three ARCADE frequencies cover −45 • ≤ l ≤ +45 • and +30 • ≤ b ≤ +120 • (J2000 coordinates). However, for the best coverage sky coverage, the values chosen for our analysis are l = +15 • ; +30 • ; +45 • and b = +30 • ; +60 • ; +90 • ; +120 • . Table 1 presents the counts at a given latitude. Table 2 contains statistical information for each contour map, viz., the average, maximum, minimum, maximum longitude/latitude, minimum longitude/latitude, dimension of the grid, variance, standard and absolute deviation and skewness (see the panels of the Figure 6) . The mean values of the standard deviation and absolute deviation differ by a small difference at 1σ uncertainty level. All of these quantities are very used in statistics, The quantity skews measures the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a variable about its average, being positive, negative or even undefined. For the set of latitude/longitude studied here, we have all positive skews, which indicates that the tail is on the right of the distribution.
The points of greatest diagonal intensity presented in contour maps are signals from the Galaxy that were not cut by the least restrictive mask produced with Planck satellite data (https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/planck/).
The flat surface that functions as a "2D spline" may give the idea that there are no values below it, but the "face-on" plots in the Figure 6 show "valleys" that correspond to values below this "spline". Due to the observation strategy and beam size at different frequencies, there are pixels that were not covered, even being at the border of the scanning area. 
The DM,DM→ V, V → four lepton channels
In considering the latitude and longitude curves of sensitivity of ARCADE-2 instrument, we repeated the analysis of DM, DM → V, V → 4-lepton channels. The panels in Figure 7 show our results. We can see that within the range in frequencies from 20 MHz to ∼ 5 GHz the signatures of these channels follow the power law of the radio excess, although the signal level is below that measured by ARCADE-2. In particular, the channels that provide the best results for the radio excess are DM, DM → V, V → 2e + , 2e − and DM, DM → V, V → 2µ + , 2µ − .
The leptonic channels were the most analyzed in the literature in attempt to fit the ARCADE-2 excess [21] . If we consider the latitude and longitude curves of sensitivity of ARCADE-2 instrument and perform the analysis of DM, DM → e + , e − and DM, DM → µ + , µ − channels, we will also see that the data are too far the best fit power-law excess. This can be seen in Figure 8 . For the e + , e − annihilation cross section we had considered σv = 1 × 10 −28 cm 3 s −1 for M χ = 5 and 10 GeV and we had considered σv = 9 × 10 −28 cm 3 s −1 for M χ = 20 GeV. For the µ + , µ − annihilation cross section we had considered σv = 9 × 10 −28 cm 3 s −1 for M χ = 5 and 10 GeV and σv = 1 × 10 −27 cm 3 s −1 for M χ = 20 GeV.
The comparison of the curves in Figures 7 and 8 shows that the inclusion of a light intermediate vector boson has interesting implications for the radio signature resulting from the annihilation of dark matter. Firstly, it provides a stronger radio signature than direct -11 - Note. The acronym NO stands for "no observations" in that channel.
annihilation into leptons. Secondly, the signature gives a better power-law fit to the radio excess up to frequencies ∼ 5 GHz.
Final Remarks
In this work we have studied the radio spectrum generated by DM annihilation in our galaxy.
In our modeling, we have considered light DM candidates with 5 < m χ < 20 GeV annihilating into light intermediate vector bosons with the final state being a four-lepton channel. Our choice for the mass range of the DM is associated with the channel chosen in this paper (DM, DM → V, V ) and with the limits established by Planck CMB observations (see, in particular [39] and [40] ). We assumed that the dark matter halo of our Galaxy follows the so-called NFW profile. We used canonical values from the literature to estimate the radio signature, through synchrotron emission, from the DM, DM → V, V channel. The radio signature obtained through the annihilation of DM near the plane of the galactic disk is shown to be in good -12 - agreement with the radio excess inferred by ARCADE-2, in combination with experiments at low frequencies. Our results show that the DM, DM → V, V signature follows the best-fit power-law of the radio excess from 20 MHz up to ∼ 5 GHz, which is close to the frequency limit of the ARCADE's highest quality data (∼ 10 GHz).
In this work we have also presented, for the first time, an analysis performed with the set of latitudes and longitudes used in ARCADE-2 experiment. We also added a new analysis on the sensitivity of ARCADE-2 within the region of the sky that it observed.
Our results show that, in principle, this annihilation channel is an interesting way to explain the radio excess. However, could this signal be measured by ARCADE-2? To address this issue, we reanalyzed the ARCADE-2 data on the three frequencies at which this instrument provided the best results. Our analysis has produced new results not yet published and, in particular, allows us to show the sensitivity within the area of the sky covered by this instrument.
We verified that the annihilation of DM in the region covered by ARCADE-2 has a signature that follows the radio excess but produces a signal level below that which was measured. The channels that are most interesting are those of low mass and with annihilation through DM, DM → V, V → e + , e − and DM, DM → V, V → µ + , µ − channels. The inclusion of an intermediate vector boson produces a stronger radio signature at higher frequencies than the "direct" leptonic signatures studied previously. Although the excess signal measured by ARCADE-2 cannot be explained by this channel, the inclusion of a light intermediate vector boson is an potentially interesting channel to consider in the analysis of possible candidates for dark matter. -17 - 
